A queueing situation is considered where customers arrive in a stationary Poisson stream and their service times are independently, identically and exponentially distributed. The single station present in the system interrupts and renews its service activities in a regular cyclic fashion. Average queue sizes at various epochs and during different periods are derived by approximative procedures. A number of exact relations between these quantities is established.
In industrial, traffic, military, medical (hospital) and other practice queueing situations are frequently encountered in which the service station discontinues and resumes its operation intermittingly. Thus, for instance, the station may physically break down and repairs have to be carried out before resumption of service; in the meantime a queue is being built up. Or again a train of high priority customers may seize upon the station and effectively displace an accumula.ting queue of low priority customers from service for some time. In both of these types of station breakdown (and in some others) it is not unreasonable to assume that the disruption of service was brought about in some Poissonion fashion. l>t>dels of this character have received rather extensive treatment in some recent communications, e.g. in studies by Gaver (1962) and by Avi-It zhak and Naor (1963) .
A number of cases presents itself in which the mode of interruption possesses a different character. Thus, for instance, the discontinuation of service (for some time) may be associated with some savings as well with 1. On leave of absence from TeChnion, Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel.
1 additional expense due to increased average queue size. Hence if a decision maker is able to exercise detailed control an optimal policy may be to close down the service station when no customers are in the system and reopen it after a queue of prescribed size has accumulated. A rather general model pertaining to such a situation (as well as optimisation procedures) was presented by Yadin and Naor (1963) . However, it may not always be possible to control the system in the fashion described above. The "next best" procedure appears to be installing a periodic cycle made up of prescribed s~rvice and shutdown phases. This is also a very reasonable course of action v~1enever the decision~{er has to apportion the time of the service station to a number of "mutually exclusive" customer streams. This set of problems is easily exemplified by an intersection where the various streams of vehicles are regulated by a "fixed-cycle" traffic signal. The fixed-cycle traffic signal has been approached and discussed from various viewpoints;
suffice it to quote two recent papers (Buckley and Wheeler (1964) and Newell (1965) Rather it may serve for the purposes of approximation and bounding when such a traffic situation is evaluated. Again in contexts other than trafficallocation of times to various computing jobs, say-the apportioning of uninterrupted service times~rlthin a general cyclic arrangement may be of some interest.
No optimization procedures will be presented here since they depend, perforce, on two additional assumptions: a) a cost structure relating to the waiting time of differing customer streams; b) dead time due to reorientation and/or switching costs.
:3 II. SOME BASIC RELATIONS 4
The notation and the nomenclature will be introduced as the occasion vn.ll iTarrant. They will be (more or less) in conformance ,dth the general usage in the literature on queueing theory.
Consider a cycle of duration T. Each cycle is made up of two phasesone during which the station is capable of rendering service and one during ,~ich the station is shut down. For convenience of discussion they will be referred to as green and red phases respectively, and their durations (prescribed constants under our control) vall be denoted by e and T respectively.
As a matter of convention we shall stipulate that a cycle starts with the green phase and ends with a red one.
Customers arrive at the station in a steady Poisson stream at a rate A which is independent of tire. They are being discharged from the station (if present) during green periods only and the mode of service is such that a) all service times are identically distributed, b) the distribution is negative-exponential with parameter 1-1, and c) any two service times are independent of each other. , The steady state is cllaracterized in the following fashion:
average of Ile customers.
(some) green periods "patches" of idle station time nnlst exist.
*
The physical meaning of b and B is the average "station busy-ness" and
represented by
We are now in a position to state (and derive) a number of basic relations.
(i = 0, 1, 2, ••• ; t 2: 0) be the probability of i customers -including the the necessary and sufficient condition for steady state to prevail is average "station busy-ness" during green phases, respectively. Hence another Pi(t l ) is not equal to Pi(t 2 ); however if and only if the following relation holds for all values of i and t Consider a green phase; from the model assumptions it is clear that the relations between the various states are governed by a birth-and-death process. ---=d~~-= (" + 11) Pi (t) + "Pi-l(t) + 11 Pi+l (t)
* Average "station busy-ness" is the fraction-of time during which the actually renders service. 
The average total queue q(t) at time t is given by co I Pi (t) = bet) i=l Equation (8) has an i.nnnediate physical interpretation: the change of the average queue in unit time is made up of two components (of opposite sign):
a) the number of arrivals in unit time A; b) the product of service rate I..l and the probability of rendering service bet), that is, the effective service rate I..l bet).
If differential equation (8) is integrated between 0 and Q we derive Obviously R is also equal to the average decrease of queue size during a green phase; in short it is a measure of the non-random pulsations of the queue due to intermittent opening and closing-down of the serive station.
If equation (4b) is multiplied by i and the result summed over all values of i the following interesting relation is obtained
But the~.h.s. of (10) is the time invested by the station (during a green (10)
Next consider equation (4b) ..
(16)
It is not difficult to perform an integration on (13) between 0 and Q.
We have already utilized the fact-in relation (7)-that the average queue size at the beginning of the green phase is equal to the sum of the average queue size at the beginning of the red phase and the average number of arrivals during the red phase. Closer inspection reveals that the random variable "queue size at t = 0" may be considered as the sum of two independent random variables: a) "queue size at t = Q" and b) "number of arrivals during the red phase"-the latter being Poisson distributed with parameter A't" Hence not only relation (7) holds but the variances, too, are additive Hence integration of (13) 
o Equation (16) serves as starting point for the generation of some verỹ
qr and qg' respectively.
Clearly phase and within a gre.en phase (these are quantities averaged over time) by
. The quantity qg bears no such simple relationship to the average queue sizes at the special time epochs: t = 0 and t = Q. It is obtained by integration and on using equations (16) and (8) 
Hence we obtain ..
I I'
the t~o states such that during a prescribed proportion of time the station availability and discontinuation are evened out in some sense and non-random is active and during the complementary fraction no service can be rendered.
Equation (22) is of particular interest. Clearly each of the three
Judicious combination of (20) and (22) so as to keep qg unchanged then-at the same time-the total average queue, q, is held constant as well.
quantities q, qg'~is a function of b, B and R. The meaning of (22) 
anipulation of (24) and insertion of (22) (8) renders is an immediate result.
Analogous arguments enable us to set bounds for th.e ratios qg ,q consideration and q(t) is then a strictly convex (and decreasing) function. probabilities (p3~'O)} -relating to states at the beginning and the end of a red phase -is set up; these transition probabilities are of rather simple character since changes (k-j) follow a Poisson distribution. Thirdly, the two matrices are multiplied -in the above order, say -and that probability vector is sought which represents the (existing and unique) fixed point of the matrix product. This is the set (Pi(O)}. All quantities of interest in this study can be derived from this set.
Unfortunately, it is not practicable to carry out this progrannne. The entries Pi}O,Q) are of functional complexity and the number of rows and columns of the matrix is infinite. Hence it appears that the problem of evaluating the average queue size has to be approached on other aveuues
Two modes of approximate evaluation will be presented here. One pe.tains to the case of rapid pulsations (that is: frequent interruptions and renewals of service) whereas the second mode is most useful when the oscillations are rather slow. where , is a constant which will be determined by imposing two constraints:
Consider the function b(t) within the interval (O,Q
(1) At times t ... 0 and t == Q the values of the function b(t) must be consistent with the (exact) condition expressed by (32).
(2) The average value (in time) of b(t) within interval (O,Q) must equal B.
Hence we obtain
where the dimensionless constant Z is defined as
his quantity Z -a constant for any given system -depends on b, B, and R and can be determined in the following fashion: we examine the value of b (t)
at time (t = Q) and set it equal to that obtained in equation (32) b
This can be rewritten as and further rearrangement yields
Now if equation (39) is combined with (35) this results in
However further use can be made of (32) in order to modify relation Let the case of (sufficiently) small R and Z be considered. We may re-
by Barton et al (1960) .
hence we have write (35) as Combination of (49) and (46) It is recalled that relations (50) and (51) hold for sufficiently small
The physical significance of (52) is that the average increase and decrease 
Ii
Ii
1 -e arbitrary (but fixed) time t can be derived from (8), (33) and (35) R of queue size (to wit: 2) during a pUlsation has to be small with respect to average queue size under condtions of extremely rapid oscillations (to Wit: l~B); the significance of (53) is that even if the average queue size were to be very large,~is not perm!tted to take a value larger than lOur next step will be the evaluation of the various average queue lengths of interest. Within the interval (O,Q) the average queue size at some t = Q is chosen.
then obtained as function of R.
The two equations (58) (57) 
If' R is sufficiently small we can approximate the function~in the (68) (60)- (64) following equations for average queue lengths of interest.
For sufficiently large R the function Wpractically attains value 1.
In this case equation (84) tends to
